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Summary of Work Since Opening Public Hearing

 Continued discussion on parking needs and the Northern 20 acres

 Community Benefits

 Finalizing the site specific ordinance
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Eastowne Development at Full Build Out with Parking on N20 (if required)

N
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Northern 20 acres (N20)

UNC Health will place a minimum of 10 acres in to perpetual preservation

UNC Health have accepted an easement request from ToCH for a potential future road across the N20 (stip. 

#52)

Maximum 1,200-space parking structure, shall be subsequently authorized by the Town Manager upon 

demonstration of additional need to include:

• Surveys of existing parking lot utilization with documentation provided by UNCH of vehicular parking 

utilization at peak hours, number of staff on-site, number of patients, and use of bicycle parking 

spaces

• If peak hour utilization of the vehicular parking spaces exceed 80% of the capacity, a parking 

structure to provide the additional parking necessary to meet the overall demonstrated need for the 

Eastowne development will be approved on the N20
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Community Benefit

UNC Health presented the following community benefit options to the Town:

• $5M 20-year loan at 0% interest

Loan Opportunity Cost

• Using a 6% annual rate of return, a 20-year $5M loan would cost UNC Health ~$11M in opportunity 

costs:

• UNC Health would otherwise use the $5M to invest in improving healthcare delivery

• The ~$11M in appreciation is occurring during a time that UNC Health is experiencing 

increasing costs and capital needs relative to cash available

• These factors affect UNC Health's ability to continue providing affordable care to the community

Note: In 2022, UNC Health provided ~$34M in unreimbursed care to patients within the Town of Chapel Hill

Each year, UNC Health and/or its subsidiaries directly pay (payments in-lieu) and indirectly pay (reimbursement of property taxes to third-party 

landlords) ~$1.6M to Orange County and the Town of Chapel Hill
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Action Requested

Vote of approval by Council for the Conditional Zoning application 
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Questions & Discussion
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Appendix
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Revised Concept Site Plan
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Eastowne Development Proposed Signage Increase

This is a diagram, not a design. Color variations are only meant to 

exemplify the existing allowable size vs. the proposed sign area.
* 
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New Hope Connector 
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New Hope Connector 
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New Hope Connector 
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Northern 20 acres – Natural Area
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Primary Use: Health care and associated functions, research, and site-specific retail

Size: ~1.1M sq. ft. net new (excluding ET1)  

Number of buildings: 6 (plus 3-4 structured parking) (excluding ET1) 

Development Timeline: 1 building every  3-5 years

Full build out 25+ years

Medical Office Building 2 - ASAP

Revised Proposed Eastowne Development – Use, Size, & Timeline
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Key Points for Today

 The Importance of Eastowne

 Summary of Work to Date

 Review Updated Concept (Bubble) 

Plan

 Review of Masterplan

 Discuss Community Benefits Options

 Questions
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 Provide affordable and accessible health care

 Better patient experience 

 Keep it local – within the Chapel Hill community 

 Move and decompress outpatient services from the Medical Center

 Increase bed capacity and throughput at the Medical Center

Eastowne Development – Why?
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Convenience

Personalization

Affordability

Transparency

Healthcare Was Changing Prior to the Pandemic
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2022 Environmental Scan

Published on 29.10.2020 in Vol 6, No 2 (2020): Jul-Dec

2 March 2022 News release  Reading time: 3 min (927 words)

June 4, 2021 | Article

by Jenny Cordina, Eric Levin, Andrew Ramish, and Nikhil Seshan 

The Pandemic Accelerated that Change and Spurred More
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UNC Health must respond to the changing needs 

and expectations of those we serve

Easy, affordable access is a must for our patients & community 

Our Patients' & Community's Expectations Have Evolved
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Original Proposed Eastowne Development – Use, Size, & Timeline

Primary Use: Health care and associated functions, research, and site specific retail

Size: ~1.6M sq. ft. - ~1.8M sq. ft.

Number of buildings: ~8 (plus structured parking)

Development Timeline: 1 building every  3-5 years

Full build out 25+ years

Medical Office Building 2 - ASAP
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Recent Progress

Many productive meetings between Planning Staff and UNC Health team

Conducted Traffic Impact Analysis that shows if we build more than 1.1M net new sq. ft. major road 

improvements at 15-501 and I-40 would be required

Continue to refine campus layout options for Eastowne campus

Continued discussion regarding affordable housing
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Submitted Concept Site Plan
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Revised Concept Site Plan
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Revised Concept Site Plan
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Eastowne Development at Phase 2

N
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Eastowne Development at Full Build Out

N
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Eastowne Development at Full Build Out with Parking on N20 (if required)
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View from Parkline/ 15-501

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
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East Entrance to center green with six story parking decks

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
*
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East Entrance to center green with six story parking decks

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
*
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West Entrance to center green with six story parking decks

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
*
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View from existing parking deck with MOB II on the right 

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
*
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View from MOB I with MOB II (and walkway) on the right

We are using this rendering to express massing and general circulation only and DOES NOT illustrate intended 

building or site design. ALL existing and or negotiated standards for planting and pedestrian paths will be followed. 
*
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Connectivity Through and Around the Site

* All pedestrian path locations are shown for 

conceptual progress only and are subject to change

N
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Complete Community Diagram
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Placeholder

Complete Community Framework Diagram
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Traffic Sensitivity Study

• Traffic mitigation requirements were 

studied for 6 development 

densities.

• Significant coordination with Town 

Staff, HNTB and UNC Health Team 

to determine appropriate study 

points and methodology

• UNC Health rightsized the 

Eastowne development based on 

practical road network 

improvements and patient needs.

• To avoid heavy modification to I-

40/15-501 interchange, 1.1MSF 

was selected for max density.
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Our original plan was to develop up to 1.7 million square feet of medical office, research and support 

services during the next 20-25 years

At the beginning of 2023, an incremental sensitivity analysis, to understand what thresholds of 

development on the Eastowne site would begin to stress the adjacent roadways 

Based on the sensitivity analysis of the adjacent roadways, 1.7 million square feet of development 

would stress the system to a point of requiring roadway improvements beyond UNC Health’s ability 

to mitigate, specifically modifications to the I-40 / 15-501 interchange

Therefore, the proposed development at Eastowne should be held to 1.1 million square feet net new 

(1.25M sq. ft with ET 1) to limit the traffic improvements that would be triggered by a larger 

development

Traffic Impact Analysis
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Current Timeline

April 18 Planning Commission  

April 26 Open Public Hearing

May 24 Town Council Vote on Conditional Zoning for Eastowne
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Complete Community Framework
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Complete Community Framework
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Complete Community Framework
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Complete Community Framework
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Findings of Fact

Finding #1: Proposed zoning amendment is necessary to correct a manifest error.

• No manifest error in the Town’s Zoning Atlas is being corrected by the requested action.=

Finding #2: The proposed zoning amendment is necessary because of a changed or 

changing conditions in a particular are or in the jurisdiction generally.

• Growth in the healthcare needs for the Town of Chapel Hill and the entire region require the 

decompression of the medical center by relocating outpatient services.

• The growth of UNC Health and need to provide regional access to healthcare, without entering the 

center of Chapel Hill is a changed condition due access challenges created by the increased 

development density within the Town.

Finding #3: The proposed zoning amendment is necessary to achieve the purposes of the 

comprehensive plan.

• Facilitates the development as designated on the Future Land Use Map – North 15-501 Corridor 

Focus Area for higher intensity uses.

• Supports the Chapel Hill 2020 Plan including A Place for Everyone, Community Prosperity & 

Engagement, Getting Around, Good Places-New Spaces, and Nurturing our Community.

• Rezoning will promote public health, safety and general welfare, and is in conformance with the 

comprehensive plan.


